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Welcome to Palgrave Macmillan’s catalog for Journals, Online Resources and Reference 2010.

With new web technologies and applications being developed at a significant pace and academic research growing rapidly, we have an exciting time ahead working to provide the very best content and user interfaces to libraries and their patrons.

In 2009 we launched our ebook platform, Palgrave Connect, offering libraries a flexible approach to building an ebook collection in the Humanities, the Social Sciences and Business. Over 4000 Palgrave Macmillan ebooks are available in collections organized by year of publication and by discipline. Palgrave Connect is powered by our sister company, Nature Publishing Group’s (NPG’s) award-winning online platform, nature.com, alongside Palgrave Macmillan journals.

Over recent years Palgrave Macmillan’s journals list has grown significantly, as more academic societies choose our publishing platform, based on our commitment to quality and customer service, and as we launch more titles. As we grow, we have been looking at ways to best meet the developing needs of our subscribers, and we are now selling online access to our journals as Site Licenses via NPG.
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For the first time this year we have included details of our print reference products alongside our journals and online resources, enabling you to browse all our major library works in one place. This also shows our continuing commitment to producing high-quality print reference works, whilst demonstrating our overall company strategy to increase our online portfolio, thus offering our customers increased choice.
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David Bull
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Acta Politica
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Editors: Kees van Kersbergen, Free University, Amsterdam, The Netherlands and Marc Hooghe, Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium

2010: VOLUME 45 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 0001-6810 Online ISSN: 1741-1416
Impact Factor: 0.667† 44/99 in Political Science
Acta Politica is the official journal of the Dutch Political Science Association.

Aims and Scope:
Acta Politica publishes outstanding work reflecting research and developments of both a theoretical and empirical nature, including comparative politics, international relations, political theory, public administration, and political communication.

Online Features and Site License Access:
• Online archive available back to 2003.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
• Acta Politica is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI/INFORM; IBSS – International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; (IBZ) – International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; (IBR) – International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; SCOPUS; Social Sciences Citation Index; Social Scisearch; Sociological Abstracts and Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.

† 2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
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General Editor: Harukiyo Hasegawa, Doshisha University, Japan/University of Sheffield, UK

2010: VOLUME 9 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1472-4782 Online ISSN: 1476-9328

Impact Factor: ABM has been recently accepted for coverage by Thomson Reuters Social Sciences Citation Index. Impact Factor will follow in due course.

Asian Business & Management is published in association with Euro-Asia Management Studies Association (EAMSA), Japan Academy of Labor and Management (JALM), Japan Society of Business Administration (JSBA) and Association of Japanese Business Studies (AJBS).

Aims and Scope:

Asian Business & Management provides a unique perspective on business and management issues, both within Asia and between Asia and the wider world. Adopting a range of disciplinary and methodological approaches, it is critical reading for a broad global audience with an interest in this dynamic subject.

Asia’s place in the economic order has been driven by the dynamic interaction of global capital and regional and local forces. Rapid growth and swift financial downturn require rigorous scholarly attention. Asia’s socio-economic conditions are patently different from those of the West: a re-examination of functional Anglo-American approaches and the ‘Asian values model’ are called for.

Asia offers good grounds for the study of business and management. Currently the leading journals in the field deal with Asia by looking in from the outside. In contrast, Asian Business & Management (ABM) will create a new forum for the scholarly community by focusing upon Asia and by encouraging the interaction of Asian academics and those from beyond the region.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2002.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
• Asian Business & Management is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI/INFORM from ProQuest; Bibliography of Asian Studies; Emerald Management Reviews; Glocom Platform (Japan); INSPEC (IEE); International Bibliography of Social Sciences; (IBZ) International Bibliography of Periodical Literature; (IBR) International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; Social Sciences Citation Index; Social SciSearch; Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide (www.the-abs.org.uk); EconLit.
Aims and Scope:

BioSocieties is committed to the scholarly exploration of the social, ethical and policy implications of developments in the life sciences and biomedicine. These developments are increasing our ability to control our own biology; enabling us to create novel life forms; changing our ideas of 'normality' and 'abnormality'; transforming our understanding of personal identity, family relations, ancestry and 'race'; altering our social and personal expectations and responsibilities; reshaping global economic opportunities and inequalities; creating new global security challenges; and generating new social, ethical, legal and regulatory dilemmas.

BioSocieties provides a crucial forum where the most rigorous social research and critical analysis of these issues can intersect with the work of leading scientists, social researchers, clinicians, regulators and other stakeholders. BioSocieties defines the key intellectual issues at the science-society interface, and offers pathways to the resolution of the critical local, national and global socio-political challenges that arise from scientific and biomedical advances.

BioSocieties is published quarterly, with occasional themed issues that highlight some of the critical questions facing biotechnologies. Articles, response pieces, book reviews, and self-standing editorial pieces by social and life scientists form a regular part of the journal.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2006
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 3.
British Politics

Editors: Steven Kettell (Executive Editor), University of Warwick, UK; Peter Kerr (Executive Editor), University of Birmingham, UK; Colin Hay, University of Sheffield, UK and David Marsh, Australian National University, Australia

2010: VOLUME 5 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1746-918X Online ISSN: 1746-9198

Aims and Scope:

British Politics offers the only forum explicitly designed to promote research in British political studies, and seeks to provide a counterweight to the growing fragmentation of this field during recent years. To this end, the journal aims to promote a more holistic understanding of British politics by encouraging a closer integration between theoretical and empirical research, between historical and contemporary analyses, and by fostering a conception of British politics as a broad and multi-disciplinary field of study. This incorporates a range of sub-fields, including psephology, policy analysis, regional studies, comparative politics, institutional analysis, political theory, political economy, historical analysis, cultural studies and social policy.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2006.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• British Politics is indexed and/or abstracted in: International Political Science Abstracts; Sociological Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.
Aims and Scope

We live in unprecedented economic times. It’s now more crucial than ever to have access to clear, cogent analysis and insightful commentary about the economy and the economic outlook for business. Business Economics is compelling reading for all of those with a practical interest in how economics is used within business, and serves as an essential source of practical information for people who apply economics in their jobs. It fulfils this purpose by:

• providing a leading forum for debating solutions to critical business problems and the analysis of key business issues.

• providing best-practice models, tools and hands-on techniques from professionals in business.

• representing an important channel for summaries of action-oriented analysis aimed at solving business problems.

• giving insight into how to apply economics within business and how economic professionals respond to challenges in the workplace; and

• representing and interpreting current economic information and issues that are educational and useful on the job.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2005

• A site license provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 3

• Business Economics is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABS Academic Journal Quality Guide; SwetsWise, Econlit; Econis (Online Catalog of the ZBW, German National Library of Economics); Infotrieve; ABI/Inform from ProQuest; Business Source Elite (from EBSCO); RePEc (Research Papers in Economics).
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Editors: Josef C. Brada, Arizona State University, USA and Paul Wachtel, New York University, USA

2010: VOLUME 52 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 0888-7233 Online ISSN: 1478-3320

Comparative Economic Studies is a journal of the Association for Comparative Economic Studies

Aims and Scope:

Comparative Economic Studies focuses on theoretical and policy issues faced by economies which were formerly centrally-planned. It also deals with the debates faced by both emerging and mature market economies; the latter are examined in the light of new circumstances and the need for institutional change. These analyses may be comparative in nature or, equally, may deal with a single country. They may be at the macro level or at the level of individual institutions and economic units. The journal particularly welcomes studies which aim to analyze institutions and policies for economic transition and restructuring.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 1991.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
• Comparative Economic Studies is indexed and/or abstracted in: Economic Literature Index; International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; (IBZ) - International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; (IBR) - International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; RePEc (Research Papers in Economics); SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Comparative European Politics arises out of a unique editorial partnership linking political scientists in Europe and North America. Comparative European Politics is a major international peer-reviewed journal on the comparative politics and political economy of the whole of contemporary Europe within and beyond the European Union, the processes of European integration and enlargement and the place of Europe and European states within international/global political and economic dynamics.

Spanning political science, international relations and global political economy, the journal provides an international and interdisciplinary forum for research, theory and debate.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2003.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Comparative European Politics is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI/INFORM; International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (IBSS); International Political Science Abstracts; European Sources Online; Sociological Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Committed to excellence in scholarship and accessibility, Contemporary Political Theory is a significant and distinctive addition to the top rank of international, peer-reviewed journals in political philosophy and theory. Contemporary Political Theory reflects the diversity of the subject by encompassing a wide range of approaches and a rich selection of styles.

The central focus of CPT is on publishing contributions to contemporary theory, though informed by historical experience with submissions on past thinkers and thought welcomed where they bear upon current philosophical and political concerns.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2002.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Contemporary Political Theory is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI/INFORM from ProQuest; International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; International Political Science Abstracts; The Philosopher’s Index; Sociological Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

The Corporate Reputation Review was launched in 1997 and publishes four issues on corporate reputation every year. It invites original research that explores the relationships between corporate reputation and strategic positioning: corporate identity, communications, and image; branding and profiling; valuation and performance.

Each issue delivers an intelligent and stimulating mix of:

- Industry Surveys
- Leading-edge Thinking
- Robust Research

...to address the key questions of how corporate reputations impact on a company’s performance and its value; how corporate reputation can be measured; and how it can be managed. The manuscripts published in Corporate Reputation Review are subjected to double-blinded refereeing.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1997.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Corporate Reputation Review is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; the Anbar International Management Database (AIMD); the Elmar moderated listserv at elmar.am.org; PsycINFO; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services, EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Crime Prevention & Community Safety is at the forefront of its field. It aims to facilitate the exchange of expertise and experience, to promote good practice and to help identify successful strategies for addressing issues of crime prevention and community safety. Papers introduce new approaches, re-evaluate traditional theories and methods, and report on the latest research.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1999.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Crime Prevention & Community Safety is indexed and/or abstracted in: Criminal Justice Abstracts; PsycINFO; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Since 1957 Development has explored the cutting edge issues of human centred development. With alternative perspectives on civil society, development policy and community based strategies for livelihoods, gender and social justice, Development keeps readers up-to-date on the challenging issues of today’s rapidly changing world.

Development aims to be a unique resource and point of reference for the dialogue between activists and intellectuals committed to the search for alternative paths of social transformation towards a more sustainable and just world; tackle the hard hitting issues of today, listening to the oppositional voices and bringing in local and innovative perspectives from the margins to the global development discourse.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1999.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Development is indexed and/or abstracted in: Academic Search; Business Source; CAB Abstracts; Cabells Economics and Finance Directory; Communication Abstracts; CSA Environmental Sciences & Pollution Management; CSA Political Science & Government: A guide to Periodical Literature; EconLit; Elsevier Geo Abstracts; Environment Abstracts; Geo Abstracts: Human Geography; GEOBASE; HRI Reporter; Human Population & Environment; International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; International Development Abstracts; International Labour Documentation; International Political Science Abstracts; Journal of Economic Literature (and JEL on CD); MasterFILE full NET; OCLC Public Affairs Information Service; Social Services Abstracts; Sociofile; Sociological Abstracts; Studies on Women and Gender Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.
Aims and Scope:

The Eastern Economic Journal was established in 1973. The EEJ publishes papers written from every perspective, in all areas of economics and is committed to free and open intellectual inquiry from diverse philosophical perspectives. It welcomes manuscripts that are methodological and philosophical as well as empirical and theoretical. Readability and general interest are major factors in publication decision.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2007.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Eastern Economic Journal is indexed and/or abstracted in: RePEc (Research Papers in Economics); EconLit (JEL); EconPapers; ABI/Inform; Business Publications Index and Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; Business Source Elite (EBSCO); SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.
The European Journal of Development Research

www.palgrave-journals.com/ejdr/

Editor-in-Chief: Rajneesh Narula, University of Reading Business School, UK
Editors: Jean-Louis Arcand, Graduate Institute, Geneva, Switzerland; Claire Mainguy, GEMDEV (Groupement pour l’étude de là mondialisation et du développement) Paris, France; Andrew Mold, OECD Development Centre, France and Dennis Rodgers, Brooks World Poverty Institute, University of Manchester, UK

2010: VOLUME 22 • 5 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 0957-8811 • Online ISSN: 1743-9728

The European Journal of Development Research is the official journal of the European Association of Development Research and Training Institutes (EADI)

Aims and Scope:
The European Journal of Development Research is a peer-reviewed academic journal that seeks to address the problems of development, whether from a political, sociological, anthropological or economic perspective. The EJDR is deliberately interdisciplinary in nature, and is especially interested in papers that address challenges for policy makers, funding agencies, NGOs and practitioners. EJDR has a particular interest in research addressing important issues that transcend the boundaries of single academic disciplines and development functions.
The European Journal of Development Research understands development to be a broadly defined concept. Although a majority of the papers published examine the challenges for developing countries, we recognize that human development is a continuous process, and that there are important lessons to be derived from the experiences of less-developed regions in the developed world.

Online Features and Site License Access:
• Online archive available back to 1989
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 3
• The European Journal of Development Research is indexed in Periodicals Context Index; EconLit; CSA Political Science & Government; International Political Science Abstracts; International Development Abstracts; Geographical Abstracts; Human Geography; GEOBASE; British Humanities Index; Applied Social Sciences Index and Abstracts; IBSS; Sociological Abstracts; PAIS; Studies on Women Abstracts.
European Journal of Information Systems

Aims and Scope:

European Journal of Information Systems provides a distinctive perspective on the theory and practice of information systems – a critical view on technology, development, implementation, strategy, management and policy. The journal publishes across the major topics in information systems, information management and systems development. It encourages high-quality papers from academics and also case studies and reflective articles by practitioners.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1991.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

- European Journal of Information Systems is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; ACM Guide to Computing Literature; Anbar Abstracts; Applied Science and Technology Index; Computer Abstracts International Database (CAID); Emerald Management Reviews (EMR); Current Contents; Information Science Abstracts (ISA); INSPEC Abstracts; International Abstracts in OR; International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); OR/MS Index and Annual Comprehensive Index; Research Alert; Science Citation Index; SciSearch; SCOPUS; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.

†2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
European Management Review

www.palgrave-journals.com/emr/

Editors: Maurizio Zollo, Bocconi University, Italy and Alfonso Gambardella, Bocconi University, Italy

2010: VOLUME 7 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1740-4754 Online ISSN: 1740-4762

European Management Review is published in association with the European Academy of Management.

Aims and Scope:

European Management Review is an international journal dedicated to advancing the understanding of management in private and public sector organizations through empirical investigation and theoretical analysis. European Management Review provides an international forum for dialogue between researchers, thereby improving the understanding of the nature of management in different settings and promoting the transfer of research results to management practice.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2004.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
• European Management Review is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; SCOPUS.
European Political Science

www.palgrave-journals.com/eps/

Editors: Martin Bull, University of Salford, UK; Luis de Sousa, University of Lisbon, Portugal and Jonathon Moses, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway

Reviews Issue Editor: Peter Kennealy, European University Institute, Italy

2010: VOLUME 9 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1680-4333 Online ISSN: 1682-0983

Impact Factor: EPS has been accepted for coverage by Thomson Reuters Social Sciences Citation Index.

European Political Science is a journal of the European Consortium for Political Research.

Aims and Scope:

European Political Science (EPS) is an international journal devoted to publishing contributions by and for the political science community. Its interpretation of “political science” is wide and encompasses comparative politics, political economy, international relations, public administration, political theory, European studies and related disciplines.

It publishes pieces on how the discipline is, can be and ought to be.

EPS also includes more substantive pieces that provide a political science perspective on important current events. In addition to original articles, the journal carries shorter notes, review articles and symposia, progress reports on lively areas of research and profiles of people in the profession.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available to purchase back to 2005. 2001-2004 archive hosted via Society website.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
• European Political Science is indexed and/or abstracted in: International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; European Sources Online; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; Social Sciences Citation Index; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Feminist Review is a peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary journal setting new agendas for the analysis of the social world. Currently based in London with an international scope, Feminist Review invites critical reflection on the relationship between materiality and representation, theory and practice, subjectivity and communities, contemporary and historical formations. The Feminist Review Collective is committed to exploring gender in its multiple forms and interrelationships. As well as academic articles we publish experimental pieces, visual and textual media and political interventions, including, for example, interviews, short stories, poems and photographic essays.

When Feminist Review first appeared in 1979 it described itself as a socialist and feminist journal, ‘a vehicle to unite research and theory with political practice, and contribute to the development of both’. Challenges of race, class and sexuality have been central to the development of the journal. More than thirty years later, Feminist Review remains committed to these core values.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 1979.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Feminist Review is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABES Annotated Bibliography for English Studies; Applied Social Science Index and Abstracts (ASSIA); Australian Citizenship Database; British Humanities Index; Current Contents/Social & Behavioural Sciences; Expanded Academic Review; Family Studies database; Gay and Lesbian Abstracts; International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of Social Sciences; International Political Science Abstracts; ISI: Social Sciences Citation Index; Multicultural Education Abstracts OCLC FirstSearch Database; Periodica Islamica; Political Science and Government Abstracts; Research Alert; Social SciSearch; Social Services Abstracts; Sociological Abstracts; Social Sciences Index (H.W. Wilson); Studies on Women and Gender Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.

†2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
French Politics

www.palgrave-journals.com/fp/

Editors: Andrew Appleton, Washington State University, USA and Robert Elgie, Dublin City University, Republic of Ireland
2010: VOLUME 8 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1476-3419 Online ISSN: 1476-3427

Aims and Scope:
In recent times, the study of France has been changing. Globalization, Europeanization, and interdependence have meant that it is less easy to see developments in contemporary France in a purely national context. External factors have intruded on the French political system. In the academic context the trend towards large-scale collaboration in comparative projects has meant an increasing opportunity for bringing France into the mainstream of academic research. Long considered to be an exceptional case, recent scholarship in political science has tended to emphasize the points of comparison between France and other polities. In short, the context of French politics is changing and the study of French politics is changing. French Politics is designed to reflect these developments.

Online Features and Site License Access:
- Online archive available back to 2003.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- French Politics is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI/INFORM; International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; International Political Science Abstracts; Revue Française de Science Politique; Sociological Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS.
The Geneva Papers on Risk and Insurance - Issues and Practice

Aims and Scope:

Founded by The Geneva Association in 1973, this prestigious journal still leads its field, publishing papers which both improve the scientific knowledge of the insurance industry and stimulate constructive dialogue between the industry and its economic and social partners. This is a key strategic role for insurance in the modern economy.

Each issue of The Geneva Papers on Risk and Insurance - Issues and Practice is devoted to a relevant topic of contemporary interest. Major topics include: Bank Assurance, Financial Services (regulation and management), New Perspectives in the Welfare State, Developments in the Health Sector, Technological Issues, etc.

Published quarterly, this international journal is essential reading for academics and researchers in insurance and their colleagues in the insurance industry, and other professionals who are searching for a deeper insight into the strategic options for their sector. It bridges the gap between these two groups, highlighting converging zones of interest and helping them to find a common direction.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1976.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers (complete with DOI) available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- The Geneva Papers on Risk and Insurance - Issues and Practice is abstracted/indexed in the Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide (www.the-abs.org.uk) and SCOPUS

†2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
Aims and Scope

The Geneva Risk and Insurance Review aims to publish:

- Authoritative contributions regarding risk, insurance and related areas
- Theoretical papers as well as empirical and/or experimental research for global dissemination
- New innovative ideas in insurance economics

The Journal direction is towards economics in general, focusing on risk and insurance in particular. Although most of the papers published are theoretical, The Geneva Risk and Insurance Review also publishes tests and competing theories in order to expand understanding of insurance economics. The editors are especially interested in new and innovative ideas and see the topic area of ‘risk and insurance’ rather broadly, encouraging papers from related disciplines.

Published twice a year, this international journal endeavours to provide a forum for the exchange of academic findings and views, whilst also supporting and encouraging research for all those in the insurance industry who search for current innovations in their sector concerning risk, uncertainty and insurance.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1976
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 3

- The Geneva Risk and Insurance Review is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI inform; Current Contents / Social & Behavioral Sciences; E-JEL; EBSCO; ECONIS; EconLit; Expanded Academic; International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (IBSS); International Current Awareness Services; ISI Alerting Services; JEL on CD; Journal of Economic Literature; Risk Abstracts; SCOPUS; Social Science Citation Index (SSCI); Social SciSearch; Sociological Abstract, Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide (www.the-abs.org.uk).
Aims and Scope:

Higher Education Policy is an international journal for advancing scholarly understanding of the policy process applied to higher education through the publication of original analyses, both theoretical and practice-based, the focus of which may range from case studies of developments in individual institutions to policy making at systems and at national level.

Higher Education Policy has two distinguishing features:

• It encourages contributions that make explicit comparison between systems of higher education.

• It is theme based, involving a common focus or combining articles which individually contribute to an overall topic.

Through this journal the International Association of Universities (IAU) wishes to strengthen the exchange between scholarship and issues of practical administrative concern within the perspective of the disciplines that contribute to the study of this field - anthropology, history, economics, public administration, political science, government, law, sociology, philosophy, psychology, policy analysis and the sociology of organizations.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 1988.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Higher Education Policy is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI.INFORM from ProQuest; CSA Sociological Abstracts; Higher Education Digest; International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; Science Direct Navigator Database; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.
IMF Staff Papers/IMF Economic Review

www.palgrave-journals.com/imfsp/

Editors: Robert Flood, IMF, Washington DC, USA (IMFSP) and Pierre Olivier Gourinchas, University of California, Berkeley, USA (IMFER)

2010: IMF Staff Papers Volume 57, Issues 1 - 2

A 2010 subscription will comprise of four issues: two issues of IMF Staff Papers (Volume 57, issues 1-2); and then following the re-launch mid-2010, two issues of IMF Economic Review (Volume 58, issues 1-2).

IMF Staff Papers
ISSNs: ISSN: 1020-7635 • eISSN: 1564-5150
IMF Economic Review
ISSNs: ISSN: 2041-4161 • ISSN: 2041-417X
Impact Factor: 0.510† 147/209 in Economics; 38/48 in Business, Finance

IMF Staff Papers is the official research journal of the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Aims and Scope:

The International Monetary Fund has announced that its official research journal, IMF Staff Papers, will be succeeded in mid-2010 by a new significantly-enhanced, peer-reviewed research publication – IMF Economic Review.

IMF Economic Review will be dedicated to publishing peer-reviewed, high-quality, academic research on open-economy macroeconomics. It aspires to publish the leading academic research and authors in the field. Given the unique position of the Fund, this journal will be required reading for everyone interested in international economic policy or in macroeconomics.

IMF Economic Review is now open for submissions, which will be subject to strict peer review. The first issues of IMF Economic Review will consist of specially commissioned contributions from notable figures in the field.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2007.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers (complete with DOI) available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- IMF Staff Papers is indexed and/or abstracted in: EconLit; EconPapers; Journal of Economic Literature; RePEc (Research Papers in Economics); Social Sciences Citation Index; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.

†2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
Aims and Scope:

Information Visualization is an international, peer-reviewed journal publishing articles on fundamental research and applications of information visualization. The journal acts as a dedicated forum for the theories, methodologies, techniques and evaluations of information visualization and its applications.

The journal is a core vehicle for developing a generic research agenda for the field by identifying and developing the unique and significant aspects of information visualization. Emphasis is placed on interdisciplinary material and on the close connection between theory and practice.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2002.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Information Visualization is indexed and/or abstracted in: ACM Guide to Computing Literature; Applied Science and Technology Index; ABI/INFORM from ProQuest; Compendex; EMBASE (Elsevier); EMNursing (Elsevier); INSPEC Abstracts; Computer Abstracts International Database; CompuScience; DBLP Computer Science Bibliography; FLUIDEX (Elsevier); GEOBASE (Elsevier); (IBZ) - International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; (IBR) - International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; Information Science & Technology Abstracts; Library & Information Science Abstracts; Mosby Yearbooks (Elsevier); SCOPUS, SwetsWise; OCLC, Infotrieve.
Aims and Scope:

IAOR Online is a comprehensive, unparalleled database of abstracts from the world’s leading OR/MS journals. Many further abstracts are selected from supplemental and specialized journals, if these are in any way relevant to the philosophy, methodology, or practice of OR. This comprehensive coverage means that IAOR Online is unparalleled as a source of information about the global OR/MS literature.

Palgrave Macmillan and IFORS are delighted to present IAOR Online Release 2.0. This new and improved version of IAOR Online now carries all abstracts published in IAOR from 1989 to the present day, with coverage dating back to 1972. The complete database comprises 64,000 abstracts from over 1,200 individual journal titles. From January 2010 it will be updated weekly.

Release 2.0 incorporates a more powerful search engine, allowing users to perform complex Boolean searching and to save their searches.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 1989.
• A Site License provides access to all content during the supply period only.
Aims and Scope:

*International Journal of Disclosure and Governance* has quickly established itself as one of the leading sources of authoritative and detailed information on leading-edge practice in governance and effective transparency of information for publicly listed companies. *International Journal of Disclosure and Governance* publishes - in each quarterly issue - analysis, briefings and updates that are of direct relevance to all those tasked with the awesome responsibility of managing publicly owned companies together with their advisors.

Subscribing to *International Journal of Disclosure and Governance* gives access to latest thinking and incisive analysis from some of the world’s leading experts in the field including: Regulators, policy makers, lawyers, auditors, accountants and researchers.

*International Journal of Disclosure and Governance* is guided by an eminent international Editorial Board, comprising distinguished authorities drawn from leading blue-chips, marketing companies and academic institutions around the world.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2003.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *International Journal of Disclosure and Governance* is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

The International Journal of Educational Advancement publishes new ideas, shares examples of best practices, and develops a body of knowledge in educational advancement. The journal includes thought-provoking, topical articles from academic researchers and advancement professionals working in schools, colleges, and universities, thus providing a forum for the equally important aspects of alumni relations, fundraising, communications, public relations, and marketing. Its contents acknowledge the increasingly complex management of advancement, with articles which provide in-depth and cutting-edge analysis of new concepts and applications.

The journal identifies, describes, and assesses the strategies and processes of educational advancement; addresses in a rigorous, detailed, and evidence-based fashion, the major and current issues facing the profession; presents studies, empirical evidence, and research into the success - or failure - of real-world strategies and applications; and provides a forum for challenging and coherent new models that describe the educational advancement process.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2003.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- International Journal of Educational Advancement is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

**International Politics** defines itself as critical in character, truly international in scope, and totally engaged with the central issues facing the world today. Taking as its point of departure the simple but essential notion that no single approach has all the answers, it aims to provide a global forum for a rapidly expanding community of scholars from across the range of academic disciplines.

**International Politics** addresses contemporary transnational issues and global problems across geographic, theoretical and methodological boundaries. It is a forum for scholarly research, policy-relevant essays and thematic book reviews.

**Online Features and Site License Access:**

- Online archive available back to 2000.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers (complete with DOI) available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- **International Politics** is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI/INFORM from ProQuest; CIAO; CSA Political Science & Government: A Guide to Periodical Literature; Elsevier Bibliographic Databases; Geobase/Geo Abstracts; Historical Abstracts and America: History and Life (ABC CLIO); International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; International Development Abstracts; International Political Science Abstracts; Scopus; Sociological Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.
Aims and Scope:

Under the guidance of its expert Editors and an eminent international Editorial Board, *Journal of Asset Management* has developed to provide an international forum for latest thinking, techniques and developments for the Fund Management Industry, from high-growth investment strategies to modelling and managing risk, from active management to index tracking. The Journal has established itself as a key bridge between applied academic research, commercial best practice and regulatory interests, globally.

Each issue of *Journal of Asset Management* publishes detailed, authoritative briefings, analysis, research and reviews by leading experts in the field, to keep subscribers up-to-date with the latest developments and thinking in asset management.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2000.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Journal of Asset Management* is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS; EconLit.
Aims and Scope:
Under the guidance of its highly respected Editors and an eminent and truly international Editorial Board, Journal of Banking Regulation has established itself as one of the leading sources of authoritative and detailed information on all aspects of law and regulation affecting banking institutions.

Journal of Banking Regulation publishes in each quarterly issue detailed briefings, analyses and updates which are of direct relevance to practitioners working in the field while meeting the highest intellectual standards.

Online Features and Site License Access:
- Online archive available back to 2001.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Journal of Banking Regulation is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide (www.the-abs.org.uk); Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS; EconLit.
The Journal of Brand Management

www.palgrave-journals.com/bm/

Joint Editors-in-Chief: T C Melewar, Brunel University, UK, and Temi Abimbola, Warwick Business School, UK

SEPTEMBER 2009- AUGUST 2010: VOLUME 17 • 8 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1350-231X Online ISSN: 1479-1803

Aims and Scope:

The Journal of Brand Management has established itself as the leading authoritative journal on brand management and strategy. It publishes original peer-reviewed papers which look at all dimensions of this fast-evolving field, drawing together cutting-edge analysis and the latest thinking from leading international figures in industry and academia.

It considers: How the world’s leading companies are managing their brands; the latest thinking, techniques and initiatives used by agencies and consultants; current case studies which explore leading organizations’ practical experiences, the problems faced and the lessons learned; models and theories effectively used in brand management practice; applied research from leading business schools, research institutes and universities.

The journal also publishes regular in-depth special issues covering key areas in the field. Forthcoming issues include: Brand Value and Brand Valuation, and Sports Brands.

The journal is essential reading for brand strategists in both private and public sector organizations, and marketing academics in universities and business schools.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2000.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
• Journal of Brand Management is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services, EBSCO.
Aims and Scope:

Journal of Building Appraisal is designed to be the leading professional journal dealing with building condition, defects, repair and maintenance. This is not a trade magazine but a professional journal which gives its readers practical information in a readily accessible, affordable format.

The Journal publishes a combination of practice papers, case studies, reviews, legal updates, regulatory updates and trends, keeping you up-to-date with all developments in the subject.

Readership:

Building surveyors; structural engineers; building services engineers; specialist surveyors, such as those advising on accessibility and material sampling; building control surveyors; contractors; architects; lawyers advising on disputes involving party walls, dilapidations, liability, negligence and boundary issues; professionals involved in CPD and APC; academics; students.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2005.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Journal of Building Appraisal is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO.
Aims and Scope:

Journal of Commercial Biotechnology is the definitive international quarterly publication for bioscience business professionals. The Journal is designed specifically for those professionals who need to enhance their knowledge of biotechnology business strategy and management, improve and advance their product development or want to keep up-to-date with the current issues and industry trends. Each issue publishes peer-reviewed, authoritative, cutting-edge articles written by the leading practitioners in the field, addressing topics such as:

- Corporate strategy
- Financing
- Bioethics
- Public and investor relations
- Market analysis
- Legal and regulatory issues

Journal of Commercial Biotechnology is a unique forum for all those involved in biotechnology commercialization, to present, share, and explore new ideas, latest thinking and best practice, making the Journal an indispensable guide for those developing projects and careers, within this fast moving field.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2002.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Journal of Commercial Biotechnology is indexed and/or abstracted in: CAB Abstracts; CAB Health; BioCommerce Abstracts; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; Compendex; Elsevier Biobase; EMBASE; EMBiology; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

This is the definitive international quarterly for consumer-focused marketers. It provides essential reading for those who need to keep in touch with the ever-evolving facets of Customer Relationship Management. Published quarterly, it tackles the twin themes of customer management, including multichannel marketing, customer loyalty and experience, call-centre operations, e-business and account management; and marketing strategy, with analysis of results-based CRM, data sourcing, warehousing, lifestyle and psychographic data, database building and software and hardware selection. Every issue publishes practice papers; case studies, research, models & hypotheses and legal updates.

Journal of Database Marketing & Customer Strategy Management is guided by an eminent and extensive international Editorial Board, comprising distinguished authorities drawn from leading blue-chips, marketing companies and academic institutions around the world.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2000.

• Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers (complete with DOI) available online ahead of print.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Journal of Database Marketing & Customer Strategy Management is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide (www.the-abs.org.uk); Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Formerly known as Derivatives Use, Trading & Regulation, this journal's title was changed to Journal of Derivatives & Hedge Funds in 2007.

Launched in 1996, the journal’s strength and reputation has been built on its specific focus; the trading, legal and other derivative issues not covered by the other more mathematically oriented journals. Whilst maintaining this focus, the enormous growth in hedge funds has led to a number of new issues, including: the problems of survivorship bias; performance issues; hedgefund survival; benchmark construction; and techniques for building funds of funds. Journal of Derivatives & Hedge Funds addresses these issues and keeps subscribers informed and up-to-date in this fast-moving market.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2005.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
• Journal of Derivatives & Hedge Funds is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS; EconLit.
Aims and Scope:

Journal of Digital Asset Management is the definitive bi-monthly publication designed specifically for business executives involved in developing, deploying and maintaining DAM systems and those concerned with managing digital assets - and maximizing the contribution of digital assets to strategic business goals.

The Journal combines provocative thought-leadership pieces, which expand and broaden what can be achieved with DAM, with actionable advice and 'lessons learned' from practitioners. Whether you are a new adopter or mature user, the Journal offers invaluable intelligence on the crucial strategic, technological and operational aspects of DAM, reviewing both users' experiences in the form of case studies and what vendors are doing in the current market.

Journal of Digital Asset Management provides a unique forum for all those involved in DAM to present, share and explore new ideas, latest thinking and best practice. Subscribers can thus keep track of the latest developments in the strategy, deployment and technology behind DAM, which makes the journal and its exclusive subscribers' bulletin board an indispensable guide for those developing projects - and careers - within this fast emerging field.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2005.

- Journal of Digital Asset Management proudly launches its innovative Best Practice Compendia. Five new compendia titles are now available which focus on specific aspects of digital asset management in the fields of publishing, multimedia, marketing, metadata and social media. All articles are taken from volumes of the Journal and have been specially selected by the Editor, Michael Moon. For more information please visit the journal’s website: www.palgrave-journals.com/dam/compendia.html.

- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

- Journal of Digital Asset Management is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO.
Aims and Scope:

The *Journal of Direct, Data and Digital Marketing Practice* is an indispensable resource for senior marketing managers seeking awareness of new marketing concepts, strategies and applications from around the world.

The Journal covers the whole range of direct marketing through traditional channels such as direct mail, mail order, direct response advertising, telemarketing. It explores the centrality of data in today's marketing strategies, through the use of databases, data marts, data warehouses, data mining and deals with the new digital marketing channels, the Internet, email, SMS, WAP and iTV. The journal publishes original, forward-looking papers describing the strategies, concepts and processes of direct and indirect concern to marketers.

Specifically the journal publishes:

- Papers describing models and theories that can be used in marketing practice
- Applied quantitative and qualitative research
- Descriptive pieces addressing the latest thinking, techniques and best practice

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1999.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Journal of Direct, Data and Digital Marketing Practice* is indexed and/or abstracted in: The Elmar moderated listserv; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:
Under the guidance of its expert Editors and an eminent international Editorial Board, the *Journal of Financial Services Marketing* has become one of the world's leading forums for the latest thinking, techniques and developments in marketing financial services. The Journal has established itself as a key bridge between applied academic research and commercial best practice, globally, to keep subscribers up-to-date with the latest developments and thinking in bank and financial services marketing.

The *Journal of Financial Services Marketing* publishes detailed and authoritative case studies, research, reviews and briefings, legal reviews and book reviews. This covers a wide range of topics including marketing banking services, pension plans, insurance, mortgages, loyalty plans, online services and many more.

*Journal of Financial Services Marketing* is guided by an international Editorial Board which includes leading experts from major international companies, consultancies and academic institutions.

Online Features and Site License Access:
- Online archive available back to 2000.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Journal of Financial Services Marketing* is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide (www.the-abs.org.uk); Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

*Journal of Generic Medicines* is the major, international business journal for expert analysis, briefings and legal updates on all aspects of business development, regulatory affairs, manufacturing and marketing affecting the generic pharmaceutical industry. Each quarterly issue publishes analyses, briefings and updates which are of direct relevance to practitioners and that meet the highest intellectual standards.

Subscribing to the *Journal of Generic Medicines* will give you and your organization access to the latest thinking from some of the world’s leading authorities, including articles on:

- Strategies for challenging patents
- Pricing and reimbursement trends
- Business development strategies and licensing agreements
- Regulatory affairs
- Data exclusivity and patents
- Briefings from government agencies
- Strategies for challenging innovators
- Legal briefings - including case law
- Market reviews
- Packaging and labelling
- Biogenerics
- Purchase strategies
- Manufacturing and outsourcing

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2003.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers (complete with DOI) available online ahead of print.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Journal of Generic Medicines* is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; EMBASE; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

The aim of the *Journal of Information Technology (JIT)* is to provide academically robust papers, research, critical reviews and opinions on the organizational, social and management issues associated with significant information-based technologies.

JIT focuses on new research addressing technology and the management of IT, including strategy, change, infrastructure, human resources, sourcing, system development and implementation, communications, technology developments, technology futures, national policies and standards. It also publishes articles that advance our understanding and application of research approaches and methods.

Online Features and Site License access:

- Online archive available back to 1986.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Journal of Information Technology* is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; Compumath Citation Index; Computer and Communications Security Abstracts; Current Contents: Engineering, Computing and Technology; Current Contents: Social and Behavioral Sciences; Emerald Management Reviews; International Bibliography of Periodical Literature; Research Alert; SciSearch; Social Sciences Citation Index; Social SciSearch; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; Science Citation Index; SCOPUS.

†2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
Aims and Scope:

The *Journal of International Business Studies* solicits papers of significant interest that contribute to the theoretical basis of international business and management studies. The journal’s distinguishing features are its broad scope, its developmental editorial policies and the accessible, thought-provoking content it provides for the wide-ranging international academic and business community.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1970.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Journal of International Business Studies* is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI Inform; Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; Academic Abstracts; Accounting and Finance Abstracts; American Bibliography of Slavic & East European Studies; Business Periodicals Index; Canadian Periodical Index; Current Contents; EconLit; Emerald Management Reviews; Information Access; International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; Management Contents; Predicasts Overview of Markets & Technology (PROMT); Public Affairs Information Service (PAIS); Risk Abstracts; Social Sciences Citation Index; Top Management Abstracts; University Microfilms International (UMI); United States Political Science Documents; World Banking Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; RePEc (Research Papers in Economics); SCOPUS.

†2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
Editor-in-Chief: Patrick Thaddeus Jackson, American University, USA
Associate Editors: Petr Drulák, Institute of International Relations, Prague, Czech Republic; George Lawson, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK; Sherrill Stroschein, University College London, UK and Antje Vetterlein, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark

2010: VOLUME 13 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1408-6980 Online ISSN: 1581-1980

Impact Factor: Journal of International Relations and Development has been accepted for coverage by Thomson Reuters Social Sciences Citation Index

Journal of International Relations and Development is the official journal of the Central and East European International Studies Association (CEEISA).

Aims and Scope:

Journal of International Relations and Development is an internationally peer-reviewed journal in international relations and international political economy. It publishes articles on contemporary world politics and the global political economy from a variety of methodologies and approaches.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2004.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Journal of International Relations and Development is indexed and/or abstracted in: COBISS; Elsevier Geo Abstracts; International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; International Political Science Abstracts; Linguistic and Language Behavior Abstracts; Social Planning/Policy & Development Abstracts; Sociological Abstracts; UN Monthly Bibliography. Abstracts are also available at Columbia International Affairs Online - CIAO; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; Social Sciences Citation Index; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Under the guidance of its respected Editor and expert Editorial Board, Journal of Medical Marketing is the leading international journal for executives performing a marketing or commercial role at every company producing pharmaceuticals, medical devices or diagnostic equipment for the medical industry.

Every quarter, Journal of Medical Marketing publishes a wide range of peer-reviewed practice papers, research articles and professional briefings written by industry experts. Articles focus on the issues of key importance to medical marketers:

- Competitive strategies of leading players in the global market place
- The impact of emerging market segments
- Alternative strategies for new market entry and existing market share defense
- Product strategies at all stages of the life cycle
- The effectiveness of traditional and alternative channels of marketing communication
- The implementation and control of full-mix marketing programs

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2000.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Journal of Medical Marketing is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Bringing together key international research and practice in one accessible source, the Journal of the Operational Research Society is the world's longest established OR journal. It reflects all strands of OR— "hard" and "soft"; methodology, practice and reviews and surveys.

The Journal aims to cover:

- Real applications of OR - forecasting, inventory, investment, location, logistics, maintenance, marketing, packing, purchasing, production, project management, reliability and scheduling
- A wide variety of environments - community OR, education, energy, finance, government, health services, manufacturing industries, mining, sports, and transportation
- Technical approaches - decision support systems, expert systems, heuristics, networks, mathematical programming, multicriteria decision methods, problems structuring methods, queues, and simulation

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1950.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Journal of the Operational Research Society is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; Anbar Abstracts; Current Contents; Computer Abstracts International Database; Emerald Management Reviews (EMR); INSPEC Abstracts; International Abstracts in OR; IBZ - International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; IBR - International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; OR/ MS Index and Annual Comprehensive Index; Research Alert; Science Citation Index; SciSearch; Social Sciences Citation Index; Zentralblatt MATH; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS.

†2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
Aims and Scope:

The *Journal of Public Health Policy* (JPHP) continues its tradition as an accessible source of scholarly articles on the epidemiologic and social foundations of public health policy, rigorously edited, and progressive. JPHP aims to create a more inclusive public health policy dialogue, within nations and among them. It broadens public health policy debates beyond the ‘health system’ to examine all forces and environments that impinge on the health of populations. It provides an exciting platform for airing controversy and framing policy debates—honing policies to solve new problems and unresolved old ones.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2004.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Journal of Public Health Policy* is indexed and/or abstracted in: CSA Sociological Abstracts; EMBASE; Environment Abstracts; Index Medicus/MEDLINE; Science Citation Index Expanded; ScienceDirect Navigator; Social Sciences Citation Index; PsycINFO; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; PubMed; SCOPUS.

†2008 Journal Citation Report (Thomson Reuters, 2009)
Aims and Scope:

Journal of Retail & Leisure Property is the journal for all professionals responsible for managing or advising on retail and leisure property. Through its detailed peer reviewed international articles, case studies and regular reviews, the Journal of Retail & Leisure Property focuses on the key topics confronted by practitioners in their everyday work.

Readership:

Property directors and development directors at retail and leisure operators; Surveyors; Consultants; Funders of retail and leisure property development, investment and trading; Rating consultants; Finance brokers; Business transfer agents; Local authority town centre managers and planners; Property developers; Retail & leisure trading companies; Property companies; Law firms advising on commercial property, planning and finance; Investors.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Current online archive available back to 2000.

• Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers available online ahead of print.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Journal of Retail & Leisure Property is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Contents
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An Associated Publication of the INFORMS Revenue Management and Pricing Section

www.palgrave-journals.com/rpm/

Editor: Ian Yeoman, University of Victoria, New Zealand
2010: VOLUME 9 • 5 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1476-6930 Online ISSN: 1477-657X
The Journal of Revenue and Pricing Management is an associate publication of INFORMS Revenue Management & Pricing section and an affiliated publication of the European Pricing Platform.

Aims and Scope:

Journal of Revenue and Pricing Management covers the diversity and depth associated with pricing, whether it is Operational Research mathematical models, implementation issues, or applications in new industries. The journal covers those subjects using:

• Practice papers and case studies looking at real-life challenges and issues
• Cutting-edge research, theory and application
• The journal includes regular contributions from leading authorities and industry experts

The Journal is essential reading for senior professionals in private and public sector organizations and academic observers in universities and business schools.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2002.
• Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers (complete with DOI) available online ahead of print.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Journal of Revenue and Pricing Management is indexed and/or abstracted in: International Abstracts in Operations Research; Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO.
Aims and Scope:

Journal of Simulation (JOS) publishes both articles and technical notes from researchers and practitioners active in the field of simulation. In JOS, the field of simulation includes the techniques, tools, methods and technologies of the application and the use of discrete-event simulation.

JOS examines a wide range of domains including for example, manufacturing, service, defence, health care and general commerce. JOS particularly seeks topics that are not “mainstream” in nature but interesting and evocative to the simulation community.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2006.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Journal of Simulation is indexed and/or abstracted in: SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; International Abstracts in Operations Research; ABI/INFORM; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

*Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing* has developed into one of the world’s leading forums for the latest thinking, techniques and developments on the measurement, analysis and targeting of marketing activities. The Journal has established itself as a key bridge between applied academic research and commercial best practice, globally.

Each issue of *Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing* publishes detailed and authoritative:

- Marketing briefings: addressing the issues confronting marketing practitioners in industry, consultancy and government
- Case studies: what the issue was, what was done, what the outcome was and what could have been done differently
- Research: from the leading business schools and research institutes
- Models and hypotheses: discussion of models and hypotheses relevant to marketing practice

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2000.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers (complete with DOI) available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing* is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide (www.the-abs.org.uk); Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Today’s knowledge management research and practice is disseminated through a wide range of publications. The community is rapidly evolving. **KMRP** provides a single focus – an outlet for high-quality, peer-reviewed articles on all aspects of managing knowledge, organizational learning, intellectual capital and knowledge economics.

The journal has a particular emphasis on cross disciplinary approaches, and on the mixing of “hard” (e.g. technological) and “soft” (e.g. cultural or motivational) issues. This cross-disciplinary focus enables articles in the journal to address other important tensions in the field of knowledge management, such as those between strategy and operations, people and technology, short-term and long-term needs and the organization and the individual.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2003.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- **KMRP** is indexed and/or abstracted in: Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide; Compendex (Elsevier); EMBASE (Elsevier); EMNursing (Elsevier); GEOBASE (Elsevier); IBZ - International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; IBR - International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; Mosby Yearbooks (Elsevier); Scopus (Elsevier); SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.
Aims and Scope:

Latino Studies is an international, peer-reviewed journal. The principal aim of the Journal is to advance interdisciplinary scholarship about the lived experience and struggles of Latinas and Latinos for equity, representation, and social justice. Sustaining the tradition of activist scholarship of the founders of Chicana and Chicano Studies and Puerto Rican Studies, we engage critically the study of the local, national, transnational, and hemispheric realities that continue to influence the Latina and Latino presence in the United States.

The journal is committed to developing a new transnational research agenda that bridges the academic and non-academic worlds and fosters mutual learning and collaboration among all the Latino national groups.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2003

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Latino Studies is indexed and/or abstracted in: CSA Sociological Abstracts; CSA Social Services Abstracts; (IBZ) - International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; (IBR) - International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences; International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; Political Science and Government Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.
Aims and Scope:

Maritime Economics & Logistics (MEL) is a scholarly peer-reviewed publication for academics, practitioners and policy-makers that promotes maritime economics and logistics as a distinct and well-defined branch of both applied economics and international business.

MEL is a key source for peer-reviewed research and policy perspectives of direct relevance to economists, researchers, academics and those in professional practice with an interest in maritime economics, maritime policy, transport economics and applied economics.

Research in maritime economics is changing, most noticeably from the ‘modal’ approach of the past to one focusing on the optimization of global supply networks. The mission of MEL is to map the forefront of this research and thus promote maritime economics and logistics as a distinct and well-defined branch of both applied economics and international business.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1999.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Maritime Economics & Logistics (MEL) is indexed and/or abstracted in: EconLit; e-JEL; JEL on CD; International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; International Civil Engineering Abstracts; ABI Inform from ProQuest; Science Direct Navigator (Elsevier); SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

OMJ is designed as a forum for broad philosophical, social, and practical thought about management and organizing. It publishes articles that advance knowledge in the areas of management and organizational theory, research, education, and practice.

OMJ is international in scope, and is organized into six distinct sections: Current Empirical Research, Emerging Conceptual Scholarship, Teaching & Learning, Linking Theory & Practice, First Person Research, and Reviews & Research Of Note. Each section has its own editorial mission, editors, and review board.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2004.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- OMJ is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; SCOPUS; The British Library; OCLC – FirstSearch; Swetsnet; Infotrieve; IngentaConnect; EBSCO - Electronic Journals Service; EBSCO Publishing; PORTICO
Aims and Scope:

OR Insight aims to provide an interesting and stimulating publication which appeals not only to management science practitioners, but also to managers wishing to learn more about operational research (OR). OR Insight seeks to:

- Stimulate interest in OR
- Inform managers and management scientists about the scope and potential of OR interventions
- Inform practitioners about developments in related areas

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1988.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
Aims and Scope:

Pensions has established itself as one of the leading sources of authoritative and detailed information on the practical issues faced by all involved in ‘saving for retirement’. Pensions publishes in each quarterly issue detailed briefings, analyses and updates which are of direct relevance to practitioners working in the field, while meeting the highest intellectual standards. Pensions is the definitive journal for all pensions professionals concerned with the day-to-day practice of pensions administration, law, compliance and investment.

Pensions publishes latest thinking and best practice on: investment policy; benefits practices; actuarial prediction; trustee responsibility; regulation; advisory services; pensions management; government policy; accounting and reporting practices; dispute resolution; legal rights and responsibilities; legislation and case law; sales and marketing of pensions.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 1999.
• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
• Pensions is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS; EconLit.
Aims and Scope:

**Place Branding and Public Diplomacy** concentrates on the practice of applying brand strategy and other marketing techniques and disciplines to the economic, social, political and cultural development of cities, regions and countries. Its scope and reach is global and culturally unbiased. Its primary objective is to broaden the understanding of the nature, purposes and benefits of place branding and to demonstrate how place branding strategies are implemented in practice.

**Place Branding and Public Diplomacy** is a publication which is relevant to the needs of place branding practitioners, policy makers, and researchers. It was designed first and foremost as a review that would attract submissions and be read by both practitioners and researchers. It provides researchers as well as ministries, governments, civil servants, agencies, and consultants with the latest thinking and most valuable lessons on how places can better manage their images for economic, social and cultural development.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2004.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- **Place Branding and Public Diplomacy** is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

postmedieval: a journal of medieval cultural studies is a cross-disciplinary, peer-reviewed journal in medieval studies that aims to bring the medieval and modern into productive critical relation. The journal will work to develop a present-minded medieval studies in which contemporary events, issues, ideas, problems, objects, and texts serve as triggers for critical investigations of the Middle Ages. Further, postmedieval seeks to illuminate the deep historical structures—mental, linguistic, social, cultural, aesthetic, religious, political, sexual, and the like—that underlie contemporary thought and life, and therefore, will also attend to the question of the relation of the medieval to the modern (and vice versa) in different times and places.

The journal demonstrates the important value of medieval studies and the longest possible historical perspectives to the ongoing development of contemporary critical and cultural theories that remain under-historicized and will advocate for and support the continuing development, from any and all disciplinary directions, of historicist, materialist, comparatist, and theoretical approaches to the subjects of the Middle Ages.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period.
• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
Psychoanalysis, Culture & Society

www.palgrave-journals.com/pcs/

Editors: Lynne Layton, Harvard Medical School, USA and Peter Redman, Open University, UK

2010: VOLUME 15 • 4 ISSUES PER VOLUME
Print ISSN: 1088-0763 Online ISSN: 1543-3390

Psychoanalysis, Culture & Society is the Journal of the Association for the Psychoanalysis of Culture & Society.

Aims and Scope:

Psychoanalysis, Culture & Society is an international journal publishing original, refereed articles. The journal critically addresses the intersection between psychoanalysis and the social world and explores the roles psychoanalysis might play in bringing about social justice and progressive social change. Articles focus on the political or social implications of their topic. PCS publishes both clinical and academic papers and welcomes relevant contributions from all disciplines and all psychoanalytic schools of thought.

Online Features and Site License Access:

• Online archive available back to 2004.

• A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

• Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

• Psychoanalysis, Culture & Society is indexed and/or abstracted in: APA’s Psychological Abstracts and PsycINFO; CSA Sociological Abstracts; Modern Language Association International Bibliography; MLA Guide to Periodicals; Studies on Women and Gender Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve.
Aims and Scope:

Risk Management aims to facilitate the exchange of information and expertise across countries and across disciplines. Its purpose is to generate ideas and promote good practice for those involved in the business of managing risk. All too often assessments of risk are crudely made and the consequences of getting things wrong can be serious, including lost opportunities, loss of business, loss of reputation and even life. This journal examines both the problems and potential solutions.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1999.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Risk Management is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsNet; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS; Association of Business Schools’ Academic Journal Quality Guide (www.the-abs.org.uk); crossref; EBSCO; Portico; ProQuest.
## SECURITY JOURNAL VOLUME 21   NUMBERS 1–2   2008

### SPECIAL ISSUE: Environmental Criminology and Crime Analysis: Implications for Security

**GUEST EDITOR: Paul Brantingham**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction</strong></td>
<td>Introduction to the ECCA papers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Articles</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Utility of Hotspot Mapping for Predicting Spatial Patterns of Crime</td>
<td>Spencer Chainey, Lisa Tompson and Sebastian Uhlig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Patterns and Profiling of Illegal Crossings of the Southern U.S. Border</td>
<td>D. Kim Rossmo, Quint C. Thurman, J.D. Jamieson and Kristine Egan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-Repeat Patterns in Philadelphia Shootings</td>
<td>Jerry H. Ratcliffe and George F. Rengert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Network and Distance Correlates of Criminal Associates Involved in Illicit Drug Production</td>
<td>Aili E. Malm, J. Bryan Kinney and Nahanni R. Pollard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding the Temporal and Spatial Aspects of Routine Activities: A Further Test of Routine Activity Theory</td>
<td>Elizabeth R. Groff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing the Security Needs of Women Passengers on Public Transport</td>
<td>Martha J. Smith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Book Reviews

- The Handbook of Security: Christopher J. Saladino
- Electronic Crime: Rob D’Ovidio
Aims and Scope:

An accessible journal with a broad, eclectic approach that provides a unique, single source of theoretical work about health and health policy. *Social Theory & Health* encourages and disseminates innovative contributions to the social theory of health, reviewing global, national and local structures through the lens of health.

*Social Theory & Health* provides an international scholarly forum for theoretical reflection and debate on contemporary health issues, many of which bear directly on the planning and delivery of services. The journal aims to consolidate, refine and extend theoretically informed work on the role of health in modern societies. Interest in issues of theory and health now informs many academic and practice-oriented disciplines and crosses discipline boundaries.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2003.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- *Social Theory & Health* is indexed and/or abstracted in: CSA Linguistics and Language Behaviour Abstracts; CSA Social Services Abstracts; CSA Sociological Abstracts; International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of Social Sciences (IBSS); International Political Science Abstracts; PsycINFO; Studies on Women and Gender Abstracts; Worldwide Political Science Abstracts; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS.
Aims and Scope:

Subjectivity is an international, transdisciplinary journal examining the social, cultural and material processes, dynamics and structures of human experience. As a topic, problem and resources, notions of subjectivity are relevant to many disciplines, including cultural and medial studies, sociology, social theory, geography, anthropology, political theory, science and technology studies, and psychology. The journal brings together scholars from across the social sciences and the humanities, publishing high-quality theoretical and empirical papers that address the processes by which subjectivities are produced, explore subjectivity as a focus of social change, and examine how emerging subjectivities remake our social worlds.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2008.

- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.

- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.

- Subjectivity is abstracted/indexed in: CSA Sociological Abstracts, SwetsWise; ACLC; Infotrieve.
Aims and Scope:

Tourism and Hospitality Research is firmly established as a leading and authoritative journal for tourism and hospitality researchers and professionals. Each issue of Tourism and Hospitality Research publishes detailed, authoritative applied research, industry case studies, conference reports, practitioner briefings and book reviews.

Tourism and Hospitality Research covers: Hospitality and tourism operations; marketing and consumer behavior; HR management; eTourism; eTravel; planning and development; performance and financial management; strategic implications; environmental aspects; government policy; forecasting and prediction; revenue management; impact assessment and mitigation; globalization; research methodologies; leisure and culture.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 2004.
- Advanced online publication - definitive, citable version of papers available online ahead of print.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- Tourism and Hospitality Research is indexed and/or abstracted in: Gale; SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; ABI/INFORM and related ProQuest services; EBSCO.
Aims and Scope:

**URBAN DESIGN International** is the first truly international network for all of those involved in the multi-disciplinary tasks of urban design and management. In providing a direct forum for the exchange of information and a vehicle for the debate which constantly redefines the scope of urban design, the journal places a primary emphasis on bringing together practice and research. It addresses current issues and aims to make a range of materials accessible to all: from in-depth papers and reviews of projects, to book reviews and comments on previous contributions. Some issues are themed by topic or geographic region.

Readership

**URBAN DESIGN International** is a scholarly publication with a strong practitioner emphasis. It is relevant for all of those involved in architectural and planning education and practice. It is relevant for urban designers, architects, planners, surveyors and landscape architects and all professionals concerned with urban development and design.

Online Features and Site License Access:

- Online archive available back to 1996.
- A Site License provides access to all content published during the supply period. Access is granted to a further rolling four-year archive where available during the supply period only. Archive content not included in the license agreement is available to purchase.
- Users benefit from all the online features outlined on page 5.
- **URBAN DESIGN International** is indexed and/or abstracted in: Architectural Publications Index; Resource for Urban Design (RUDI); Sage Urban Studies Abstracts; Geo Abstracts; International Bibliography of Periodical Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBZ); International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature on the Humanities and Social Sciences (IBR); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; Public Affairs Information Services (PAIS International); SwetsWise; OCLC; Infotrieve; SCOPUS; Arts & Humanities Citation Index®.
The Grants Register 2011
29th edition

Edited by Palgrave Macmillan

The most comprehensive guide available to postgraduate grants and professional funding worldwide. For nearly thirty years the leading source for up-to-date information on the availability of, and eligibility for, postgraduate and professional awards. Each entry is verified by its awarding body and all information is updated annually.

The Grants Register includes:

• International coverage of grants in 50 countries, both English and non-English speaking
• Over 1,200 awarding bodies provide information on over 4,300 awards
• Updated annually to ensure accurate information
• Awarding bodies arranged alphabetically with a full list of all awards
• Full contact details including telephone, fax, email and websites
• Information on subject areas, level of study, eligibility and value of awards
• Details of application procedures and closing dates

July 2010 • 1136pp • 297x210mm
Hardback • £210.00/$345.00 • 978-0-230-20601-4

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Grants Register 2010
The Complete Guide to Postgraduate Funding Worldwide
28th edition

Edited by Palgrave Macmillan Ltd
June 2009 • 1120pp • 297x210mm
Hardback • £195.00/$335.00 • 978-0-230-20600-7
Edited by Global University Network for Innovation (GUNI)

This series of annual reports from the Global University Network for Innovation (GUNI) explores in depth the key issues facing higher education institutions in the twenty-first century, with special emphasis on the theme of the social commitment of universities.

Higher Education in the World 4
November 2010 • 376pp • 279x216mm
Paperback • £40.00/$75.00 • 978-0-230-53555-8

OTHER TITLES IN THE SERIES:

Higher Education at a Time of Transformation
New Dynamics for Social Responsibility
June 2009 • 248pp • 276x216mm
Paperback • £26.99/$40.00 • 978-0-230-23337-9

Special report compiled for the UNESCO World Conference on Higher Education, summarizing the previous three annual reports.

Higher Education in the World 3
Higher Education: New Challenges and Emerging Roles for Human and Social Development
March 2008 • 432pp • 279x216mm
Paperback • £37.99/$75.00 • 978-0-230-00048-3

Higher Education in the World 2007
Accreditation For Quality Assurance: What Is At Stake?
November 2006 • 464pp • 279x216mm
Paperback • £40.00/$75.00 • 978-0-230-00047-6

Higher Education in the World 2006
The Financing of Universities
November 2005 • 384pp • 279x216mm
Paperback • £36.99/$60.00 • 978-0-230-00046-9
The International Association of Universities (IAU), founded in 1950, is a worldwide organization, with member institutions in some 130 countries, which co-operates with a vast network of international, regional and national bodies. Its permanent Secretariat, The International Universities Bureau, is located at UNESCO, Paris, France, and provides a wide variety of services to Member Institutions and to the international higher education community at large.

**The International Handbook of Universities 2011**

22nd edition

An indispensable and up-to-date guide to over 14,000 education institutions offering at least a postgraduate degree or a four-year professional diploma worldwide. Annually updated, this three-volume publication also provides overviews of the education system in every country. Includes free single-user access to www.whed-online.com


August 2010 • 5000pp • 297x210mm
Hardback • £390.00/$770.00 • 978-0-230-22346-2

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**

**The International Handbook of Universities 2010**

21st edition

August 2009 • 5128pp • 297x210mm
Hardback • £380.00/$735.00 • 978-0-230-20919-0
Resources from The International Association of Universities

www.whed-online.com

The World Higher Education Database Online

*WHED Online* provides a fully cross-referenced and searchable database featuring information on over 14,000 institutions in more than 180 countries. Detailed information on the higher education system of every country with institutions offering at least a post-graduate degree or a four-year professional diploma is also included.

*www.whed-online.com* provides:

- Consistent information for all countries and institutions so comparisons can be made with ease
- The ability to browse, quick search and advanced search, so that users can find information quickly
- A one-stop resource for focused information on everything a user needs to know about Higher Education in every country – structure, admissions, qualifications, staff and student statistics, fees and contacts
- Direct links to websites and emails for each institution
- Authoritative and accurate data (collected from official sources)

Prices for WHED online vary according to institution size. Please contact our Online Sales team for a quote: onlinesales@palgrave-usa.com (North America) or onlinesales@palgrave.com (rest of world).

World Higher Education Database 2010 CD-ROM

January 2010 • CD-ROM
*Single user: £275.00/$425.00 | Network: £600.00/$950.00 • 978-0-230-23556-4 |
Network: £600.00/$950.00 • 978-0-230-23555-7

World Higher Education Database 2009 CD-ROM

March 2009 • CD-ROM
*Single user: £260.00/$425.00 | Network: £570.00/$950.00 • 978-1-4039-9263-5 |
Network: £570.00/$950.00 • 978-1-4039-9261-1

Guide to Higher Education in Africa

4th edition

The fourth edition of the *Guide to Higher Education in Africa* contains reliable and up-to-date information on higher education throughout Africa - over 750 institutions in 50 countries, plus details of national education systems and agencies - in a single reference source.

Contents: Detailed Information on Institutions by Country / Analysis of the Education System in Each Country / Listings of National Bodies Concerned with Higher Education / Includes Invaluable Information on Fees, Funding, Admission Requirements, Credentials, Staff and Student Statistics and much more

January 2008 • 632pp • 246x189mm
Paperback • £85.00/$125.00 • 978-0-230-52523-8
International Historical Statistics 1750–2005

Brian Mitchell, Fellow, Trinity College, University of Cambridge, UK

Reviews of previous editions of the *International Historical Statistics* series:

'This excellent reference work will alleviate the difficulty of identifying sources and the often frustrating task of extracting comparable data from disparate origins. Particularly recommended for college and research libraries.' - *Library Journal*

'Remain[s] the most important general historical source.' - *Choice*

'Monumental in scale yet well set out and easy to use.' - *Social History*

The three-volume set of *International Historical Statistics* allows the full breadth of statistical analysis and comparisons across both time and across the world. It provides key economic and social indicators for the last 255 years, serving as an essential reference source and as an indispensable tool for comparisons.

Three volume set
November 2007 • 2580pp • 276x219mm
Hardback • £825.00/$1,100 • 978-0-230-00516-7

ALSO AVAILABLE:

**International Historical Statistics 1750–2005: Africa, Asia and Oceania**
6th edition
November 2007 • 1216pp • 276x216mm
Hardback • £305.00/$400.00 • 978-0-230-00515-0

**International Historical Statistics 1750–2005: Americas**
6th edition
November 2007 • 896pp • 276x216mm
Hardback • £305.00/$400.00 • 978-0-230-00513-6

**International Historical Statistics 1750–2005: Europe**
5th edition
November 2007 • 1104pp • 276x216mm
Hardback • £305.00/$400.00 • 978-0-230-00514-3
The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics

www.dictionaryofeconomics.com

Edited by Steven N. Durlauf, University of Wisconsin, USA and Lawrence E. Blume, Cornell University, USA

‘Highly recommended.’ - Choice
Winner of the 2008 Prose award for the Best Multi-Volume Reference Work in the Humanities and Social Sciences. The Dictionary was also a finalist and received an honorable mention in the Best eProduct category. Choice Outstanding Academic Title.

Written by over 1500 eminent contributors, this new edition of The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics retains many classic essays of enduring importance and contains 1,872 articles. Published in eight print volumes and for the first time in online format, this is the definitive scholarly reference work for a new generation of economists.

Contents: Publishing History / Editors’ Preface / List of Entries A-Z / The Dictionary Volumes 1-8 / Appendices / Subject Index / Index

May 2008 • 7534pp • 246x189mm
Hardback • £1760.00/$2950.00 • 978-0-333-78676-5

The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics Online

www.dictionaryofeconomics.com

The online edition of The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics contains the full text of the eight volume print edition. In addition, the online Dictionary is a dynamic resource for economists which:

• Allows remote access to members of subscribing institutions
• Offers excellent search and browse facilities, both full text and advanced, which make it possible to explore the Dictionary with great speed and ease
• Enables users to bookmark articles and searches, and add notes via MyDictionary
• Contains hyperlinked cross-references within articles, making it an indispensable tool for researchers and students
• Features carefully selected and maintained links to related sites, sources of further information and bibliographical citations
• Is regularly updated with new and revised articles, as well as new functionality and enhancements

Prices for the online version vary according to institution size. Please contact our Online Sales Team for a quote: onlinesales@palgrave-usa.com (North America) or onlinesales@palgrave.com (rest of the world)

Coming soon! Palgrave Connect will host archive Palgrave Dictionary of Economics material. See page 79 for more details.
| Series Editors: Steven N. Durlauf, University of Wisconsin, USA and Lawrence E. Blume, Cornell University, USA |
| Each title in this series comprises specially selected articles from the second edition of *The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics*, and covers a fundamental theme within the discipline. |
| Please use the following ISBN(s) to order all titles in this series |

| Behavioural and Experimental Economics |
| November 2009 • 288pp • 234x156mm |
| Paperback • £19.99/$30.00 • 978-0-230-23868-8 |
| Hardcover • £60.00 • 978-0-230-23867-1 |

| Economic Growth |
| November 2009 • 288pp • 234x156mm |
| Paperback • £19.99/$30.00 • 978-0-230-23883-1 |
| Hardcover • £60.00 • 978-0-230-23882-4 |

| Game Theory |
| November 2009 • 368pp • 234x156mm |
| Paperback • £19.99/$30.00 • 978-0-230-23890-9 |
| Hardcover • £60.00 • 978-0-230-23893-3 |

| Macroeconometrics and Time Series Analysis |
| November 2009 • 368pp • 234x156mm |
| Paperback • £19.99/$30.00 • 978-0-230-23885-5 |
| Hardcover • £60.00 • 978-0-230-23884-8 |

| Microeconometrics |
| November 2009 • 288pp • 234x156mm |
| Paperback • £19.99/$30.00 • 978-0-230-23881-7 |
| Hardcover • £60.00 • 978-0-230-23880-0 |

| Monetary Economics |
| November 2009 • 368pp • 234x156mm |
| Paperback • £19.99/$30.00 • 978-0-230-23888-6 |
| Hardcover • £60.00 • 978-0-230-23887-9 |
Developed in association with Palgrave Macmillan’s sister company, Nature Publishing Group (NPG), Palgrave Connect offers libraries a flexible approach to building an ebook collection in the Humanities, the Social Sciences and Business. With over 4500 ebooks available in collections organized by year of publication and by discipline, Palgrave Connect brings together our rich backlist and new titles in eight subject areas to offer libraries exceptional range and quality of research in digital format.

Palgrave Connect offers library users unlimited simultaneous access to Palgrave Macmillan’s complete ebook collection or any combination of collections in the following eight subject areas:

- Business & Management
- Economics & Finance
- History
- Language & Linguistics
- Literature & Performing Arts
- Political & International Studies
- Religion & Philosophy
- Social & Cultural Studies

Prices vary according to collections taken and institution size. Please contact our Online Sales Team for a quote: onlinesales@palgrave-usa.com (North America) or onlinesales@palgrave.com (rest of the world)
PALGRAVE CONNECT STATESMAN’S YEARBOOK ARCHIVE

During 2010 the archive of The Statesman’s Yearbook from 1864 to 2003 will be made available online as a Palgrave Connect collection: a wonderful compilation of interesting and useful facts and figures through generations. Offering a unique opportunity to survey changes at the global and individual country level over 140 years, this new collection will make an excellent addition to any library.

Alternatively, you can access the archive via www.statesmansyearbook.com if you have a site license – a unique resource offering monthly updates on the changing political, economic and social landscape as well as the full historical context. The Statesman’s Yearbook Archive will be available as part of site license access to www.statesmansyearbook.com from September 2009.

PALGRAVE CONNECT DICTIONARY OF ECONOMICS ARCHIVE

Past editions of the Dictionary of Economics, including R.H. Inglis Palgrave’s Dictionary of Political Economy (1890s) remain classic reference works in the field. Following demand from economists after the launch of The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics, second edition, for online access to these important resources, we will be adding them as a collection in Palgrave Connect during 2010.

Alternatively, you will be able to access the archive via www.dictionaryofeconomics.com if you have a site license – a dynamic online resource and a snapshot of the past.
The Palgrave Dictionary of Transnational History
From the Mid-19th Century
to the Present Day

www.transnationalhistory.com

Edited by Akira Iriye, Charles Warren Research Professor of American History, Emeritus, Harvard University, USA and Pierre-Yves Saunier, Researcher, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, France

‘One of the most significant scholarly projects of the last decade has involved breaking out of the nation-state framework in order to examine influential transnational circuits and interconnections. Akira Iriye and Pierre-Yves Saunier have now edited an indispensable resource for transnational history. By offering a broad array of topics and drawing upon the expertise of over three hundred of the world’s leading scholars, these skillful editors have produced a freshly conceived and authoritative volume that will appeal to libraries and historians worldwide.’ - Professor Emily S. Rosenberg, Department of History, University of California, Irvine, USA

‘With articles written by experts from twenty-five countries and from six continents this dictionary is an impressive and inspiring example of transnational history as a transnational practice. The Editors have done a great job to give this new field in historiography a convincing intellectual status and to open the mind of the next generation to the idea of global entanglements and cultural transfers as the very basis of modernity.’ - Professor Matthias Middell, University of Leipzig, Germany

Written and edited by many of the world’s foremost scholars of transnational history, this Dictionary challenges readers to look at the contemporary world in a new light. Contains over 400 entries on transnational subjects such as food, migration and religion, as well as traditional topics such as nationalism and war.

Contents: Editorial board / List of Contributors / Introduction / Acknowledgements / Introductory notes for the reader / Tree Diagrams / Entries A–Z / Index

January 2009 • 1272pp • 234x156mm
Hardback • £155.00/$315.00 • 978-1-4039-9295-6
The Palgrave Encyclopedia of World Economic History
Since 1750

Graham Bannock, Visiting Professor, London Westminster University, UK; Trustee of the Small Enterprise Research Team, an educational charity, and Member of the Academic Council of the Institute of Economic Affairs and R.E Baxter, Co-author of Readings in Economics and co-author, with Graham Bannock, of the Penguin Dictionary of Economics.

‘In the breadth of their entries, in their attention to detail, in their cross-referencing and lists of references, Bannock and Baxter have written a superb encyclopedia that is as much a world history as a world economic history. Academics, students and educated laypersons alike will benefit from having this well presented and well-documented volume on their bookshelf.’- Lawrence H. Officer, Professor of Economics, University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

‘The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Economic History is a godsend to students, graduate students and teachers of Economic History and should encourage many to enter this field.’- Angus Maddison, Emeritus Professor, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

It is generally agreed that in order to understand the world’s economy today, you need to understand its history. The Palgrave Encyclopedia of World Economic History is an easy-to-use resource that provides a useful reference for students and academics alike. Covering topics as diverse as accounting, the Great Depression, electronics, beer, gold and classical and neo-classical economics, the Encyclopedia includes in-depth entries on key events, themes and people that have shaped the modern world and economic thinking.

The detailed indexes, comprehensive cross referencing system and glossary of terms make this a must have resource for all those interested in economics and economic history.

Contents: Preface, Professor Sir Alan Peacock / Introduction / A-Z / Author Index /Subject Index

October 2009 • 576pp • 234x156mm
Hardback • £150.00/$280.00 • 978-0-230-22392-9
Volume 1: Great Britain
Katharine Goodland, Associate Professor of English, City University of New York’s College of Staten Island, USA and John O’Connor, Freelance Writer and Part-time Lecturer, Oxford University Department Continuing Education, UK

Reviews of Volume 1:
‘...a reference work to be reckoned with.’ - Robert Shore, Around the Globe

‘There is no disputing the depth of editorial research that has been undertaken in compiling the Directory...This is a substantial work, which will be of great use to scholars of Shakespeare in performance, drama students and the reader with casual interests in theatre.’ - Keith M.C. O’Sullivan, Reference Reviews


Contents: Introduction / Brief Overview of Pre-1970 Performances on Stage and Screen / A-Z Entries Organized Chronologically by Title / Bibliography / Indexes of Actors, Creative Roles, Reviews, and Companies

June 2007 • 1776pp • 234x156mm
Hardback • £150.00/$225.00 • 978-1-4039-1734-8

July 2010 • 1762pp • 234x156mm
Hardback • £150.00/$225.00 • 978-0-230-54677-6

Volume 3: USA and Canada since 1991
July 2010 • 1762pp • 234x156mm
Hardback • £150.00/$225.00 • 978-0-230-22397-4

Please use the following ISBN(s) to order all titles in this series
Hardback: 978-0-230-54690-5
Shakespeare’s First Folios: A Descriptive Catalogue

Edited by Eric Rasmussen, Professor of English, University of Nevada, USA and Anthony West, Independent Scholar

This catalogue of the Shakespeare First Folio (1623) is the result of two decades of research during which 231 surviving copies of this immeasurably important book were located – a remarkable 70 more than were recorded in the previous census over a century ago – and examined in situ, creating an essential reference work.

Contents: The description of each copy of the Folio includes six constituent sections: General and Special Comments / Provenance / Data / Associated Documents / Owners / Collation / Preliminaries / Text / Press Variants and States / Conservation History / Binding

Coming in 2011 • 800pp • 246x189mm
Hardback • £225.00/$350.00 • 978-0-230-51765-3

ALSO AVAILABLE:

RSC Shakespeare Complete Works Collector’s Edition
June 2007 • 2552pp • 234x177mm
16pp b/w plate section
Hardback • £150.00/$N/A • 978-0-230-00351-4

The RSC Shakespeare: The Complete Works
April 2007 • 2552pp • 234x177mm
16pp b/w plate section
Hardback • £35.00/$N/A • 978-0-230-00350-7
Paperback • £19.99/$N/A • 978-0-230-20095-1
The Statesman’s Yearbook 2011
The Politics, Cultures and Economies of the World, 147th edition

www.statesmansyearbook.com

Edited by Barry Turner, Freelance Writer, Journalist and Broadcaster, UK

‘The most convenient and reliable starting point for information on international affairs. Its coverage is unparalleled for a one-volume resource, and it has never let me down.’ - George J. Mitchell, American special envoy to the Middle East

‘The most comprehensive guide to world political and economic affairs’ - Robert Thomson, Publisher, Dow Jones and The Wall Street Journal

‘Should be in every office which is concerned with world trade and, indeed, in every school which produces the future traders. It is an essential tool of all global thinking’ - Geographical Magazine

‘Bestselling Reference title – Originally designed for statesmen but now used by anyone needing information on the politics, cultures, and economies of the world, this yearbook is one of the longest-running annual publications in history.’ - Library Journal

Now in its 147th edition, The Statesman’s Yearbook continues to be the reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in the world.


August 2010 • 1600pp • 246x189mm
Hardback • £170.00/$285.00 • 978-0-230-20603-8

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Statesman’s Yearbook 2010
The Politics, Cultures and Economies of the World
146th edition

Edited by Barry Turner, Freelance Writer, Journalist and Broadcaster, UK

August 2009 • 1608pp • 246x189mm
Hardback • £165.00/$285.00 • 978-0-230-20602-1

Coming soon! Palgrave Connect will host archive Statesman’s Yearbook material. See page 79 for more details.
The Statesman’s Yearbook Online provides reliable and accurate information on every country in the world. Covering a wealth of information on a country’s economy, current leaders, history, defence provisions, environment, culture and much more, this online resource is regularly updated and incorporates extensive search and browse facilities.

New from September 2009: all institutions with a site license will also have access to the complete 145-year archive. Simply seeing how the book’s jacket alone has changed over the decades gives a sense of how the world, and of course the book itself, have altered.

Prices for the online version vary according to institution size. Please contact our Online Sales Team for a quote: onlinesales@palgrave-usa.com (North America) or onlinesales@palgrave.com (rest of the world)
New for 2010 – an interactive online study skills resource for undergraduates

Investment in Study Skills support and learning resources is now recognized to be critical to the success of ALL students, regardless of subject or level. For over a decade Palgrave Macmillan has been the UK's leading publisher in this area. Our Study Skills Handbook has been consistently ranked as the UK's best-selling text in the 'Back to University' bookselling charts and our free online help site, skills4study.com is visited by thousands of students each week.

In 2010 we will launch a major new online Study Skills resource. This follows extensive market testing and consultation with a board of study skills advisors, e-resources librarians and staff from ten Universities across the UK, including Stella Cottrell, Director of Lifelong Learning at the University Leeds and author of The Study Skills Handbook.

skills4studycampus is designed to support the needs of students across ALL departments and subjects and focuses on the four core skills needed for success at university.

- Writing Skills
- Reading and Note-Making
- Referencing and Plagiarism
- Critical Thinking Skills

Each module includes a range of interactive materials, designed to support diverse needs, abilities and learning styles – from school leavers to mature students or students for whom English is a second language. These include diagnostic tests, extensive activities and assessment exercises and a personalized learning journal for each student. Students can also set their own personal tags and download practical support materials such as checklists and templates.

skills4studycampus is designed to be used either for class-based teaching, blended learning or as a self-study resource. Tutors can enrol their students, set assignments and track individual progress and results. Alternatively students can dip in and out of individual modules for quick reference or progress independently through the course on a self-study basis, accessing via the University network, in the library, study skills centre or at home.

Librarians or E-learning Resources staff will have access to usage statistics and support materials via a dedicated administrator interface.

To arrange a trial or request price information please contact:
onlinesales@palgrave.com or phone +44 (0)207 0144106
Plagiarism: An introduction

Drawing on other people's work is a normal and proper academic discipline as long as you openly acknowledge your sources and supply full references for them.

Plagiarism, in contrast, is the act of presenting the work or ideas of another as one's own, without acknowledging the source of one's information or inspiration. This is not quite as simple a matter as it might seem: plagiarism is not always deliberate, and students accused of plagiarism are often surprised to find that they have quite unintentionally broken the rules. While plagiarism is wrong, however, it is vital that you are clear about the distinction between using properly referenced sources and plagiarising other people's work.

This section includes exercises and feedback to help you become familiar with different ways of using academic sources without plagiarising them. It explains:

- what is meant by 'plagiarism'
- how to draw on other people's work without plagiarising it
- how to recognise plagiarism
- how to collaborate with other students without plagiarising one another's work
Annual Abstract of Statistics

The most comprehensive source of statistics in the UK, *Annual Abstract of Statistics* is a statistical encyclopaedia including over 10,000 series of data and covering key aspects of the UK’s economic, social and industrial life. The data are presented in easy-to-read tables and supported by notes.

July 2010 • 472pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £55.00/$90.00 • 978-0-230-24316-3
July 2009 • 472pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £52.00/$89.95 • 978-0-230-57609-4

Family Spending

*Family Spending* provides analysis of household expenditure broken down by age and income, household composition, socio-economic characteristics and geography. This report will be of interest to academics, policy makers, government and the general public.

November 2009 • 216pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £52.00/$89.95 • 978-0-230-57550-9

Regional Trends

*Regional Trends* features articles highlighting the wealth of regional information available in the UK. It includes research into data sources and statistical tools to aid understanding of the differences and similarities between areas. It also contains a data catalogue to signpost users to datasets available online.

June 2010 • 192pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £55.00/$90.00 • 978-0-230-54563-2
June 2009 • 192pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £49.50/$85.00 • 978-1-4039-9396-0
Social Trends

*Social Trends* is a flagship publication from the Office for National Statistics. It draws together statistics, analysis and research to provide an up-to-date and comprehensive description of the UK’s society today, and how it has been changing.

April 2010 • 288pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £55.00/$90.00 • 978-0-230-24067-4

April 2009 • 288pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £52.00/$85.00 • 978-0-230-22050-8

United Kingdom Balance of Payments

*The Pink Book* provides detailed estimates of the UK Balance of Payments for the last 11 years, including estimates for the current account, the capital account, the financial account and the International Investment Position. It also includes a geographical breakdown of the current account by country.

August 2010 • 170pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £55.00/$90.00 • 978-0-230-24377-4

August 2009 • 170pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £52.00/$85.00 • 978-0-230-57610-0

United Kingdom National Accounts

*The Blue Book* provides detailed estimates of national product, income and expenditure for the UK. It covers value added by industry, full accounts by sector and capital formation. This key annual title also includes annual figures for preliminary, provisional and full quarterly estimates of national accounts.

August 2010 • 280pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £55.00/$90.00 • 978-0-230-24378-1

August 2009 • 280pp • 297x210mm
Paperback • £52.00/$85.00 • 978-0-230-57611-7
AVAILABLE FROM JANUARY 2010

Introducing THE UK NATIONAL STATISTICS COLLECTIONS

Palgrave Macmillan is delighted to announce three new online collections from the UK Office for National Statistics (ONS):

The UK National Statistics Collection
Providing site license access to 12 titles from ONS:

- Annual Abstract of Statistics  www.palgrave-journals.com/aas/
- Economic and Labour Market Review  www.palgrave-journals.com/elmr/
- Family Spending  www.palgrave-journals.com/fsp/
- Financial Statistics  www.palgrave-journals.com/fs/
- Health Statistics Quarterly  www.palgrave-journals.com/hsq/
- Monthly Digest of Statistics  www.palgrave-journals.com/mds/
- Regional Trends  www.palgrave-journals.com/rt/
- Social Trends  www.palgrave-journals.com/st/
- United Kingdom Balance of Payments  www.palgrave-journals.com/ukbp/
- United Kingdom National Accounts  www.palgrave-journals.com/ukna/
- UK Economic Accounts  www.palgrave-journals.com/ukea/
The UK National Statistics Collection: Economics & Finance
A smaller collection focusing on key Economics and Finance titles from ONS:

- Economic and Labour Market Review www.palgrave-journals.com/elmr/
- Family Spending www.palgrave-journals.com/fsp/
- Financial Statistics www.palgrave-journals.com/fs/
- Monthly Digest of Statistics www.palgrave-journals.com/mds/
- United Kingdom Balance of Payments www.palgrave-journals.com/ukbp/
- United Kingdom National Accounts www.palgrave-journals.com/ukna/
- UK Economic Accounts www.palgrave-journals.com/ukea/

The UK National Statistics Collection: Society & Health
A second smaller collection offering access to key social and health statistics from ONS:

- Annual Abstract of Statistics www.palgrave-journals.com/aas/
- Family Spending www.palgrave-journals.com/fsp/
- Health Statistics Quarterly www.palgrave-journals.com/hsq/
- Monthly Digest of Statistics www.palgrave-journals.com/mds/
- Regional Trends www.palgrave-journals.com/rt/
- Social Trends www.palgrave-journals.com/st/

These 3 new collections from the UK Office for National Statistics are available via a site license from January 2010, offering institutions online access to the most authoritative and comprehensive range of accessible, independent guides to the UK’s economy, population and society.

For more information, and to request a quote for your institution, please contact your local NPG Sales Representative (contact details inside back cover).
### Economic & Labour Market Review

An essential resource for all users of UK economic and labour market statistics, this new journal draws together expert research and analysis and range of content to build an up-to-date, comprehensive and unique statistical picture of the UK economy and labour market.

- **2010 Volume 4**
- **Published Monthly**
- **Print ISSN: 1751-8326**

### Financial Statistics

**Financial Statistics** is a monetary compendium of the UK’s key financial and monetary statistics. Published monthly, it contains data on public sector finance, central government revenue and expenditure, money supply and credit, banks and building societies, interest and exchange rates, financial accounts, capital issues, balance sheets and balance of payments.

A subscription to **Financial Statistics** includes **Financial Statistics Explanatory Handbook** (annual).

- **2010 Volumes 573-584**
- **Published Monthly**
- **Print ISSN: 0015-203X**

### Health Statistics Quarterly

**Health Statistics Quarterly** contains commentary on the latest health findings; topical articles illustrated with colour charts and diagrams, and regularly updated statistical graphs and tables. It also highlights trends in health, and details the latest quarterly information on deaths, childhood mortality, cancer survival, abortions, congenital anomalies and morbidity. In 2010 this product will be supplied as a POD (print on demand) product.

- **2010 Volumes 45-48**
- **Published Quarterly**
- **Print ISSN: 1465-1645**
Monthly Digest of Statistics

*Monthly Digest of Statistics* is the leading reference source for accurate, official and reliable information about the UK. It provides an indispensable and authoritative guide, which is widely used by businesses, policy makers, academics and researchers.

2010 Volumes 769-780  
Published Monthly  
Print ISSN: 0308-6666

Population Trends

Published quarterly, *Population Trends* contains commentary on the latest findings; topical articles on relevant subjects such as one parent families, cohabitation, fertility differences, international demography, population estimates and projections for different groups; and is illustrated with colour charts and diagrams and regularly updated statistical tables and graphs. In 2010 this product will be supplied as a POD (print on demand) product.

2010 Volumes 139-142  
Published Quarterly  
Print ISSN: 0307-4463

United Kingdom Economic Accounts

A key source of data on the economy, *UKEA* contains tables showing the main aggregates of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Balance of Payments (BoP), plus Income and Capital Account, Financial Accounts and Financial Balance Sheets by sector.

2010 Volumes 68-71  
Published Quarterly  
Print ISSN: 1350-4401
Series Editors: Charles Ward, Adrian Bell, Charles Sutcliffe and John Board
ICMA Centre, University of Reading

This remarkable series of reference books brings you cutting-edge publications in the areas of:
Risk Management & Analysis, Investment Management & Strategy, Financial Products and Services,
Financial Markets and Industry Investments/Sector Analysis.

The finance industry has seen enormous changes and important international developments in recent times. These authoritative but accessible volumes provide an understanding of the latest issues in the financial world and its governing regulations. Written by experts in their field, the books not only provide clear, practical guidance for industry professionals but also provide a framework of current analysis for scholars and form a comprehensive and high quality resource for libraries.

To view the full list of titles in the series please visit:
http://www.palgrave.com/finance/financeandcapitalmarkets.asp

To order in the US and Canada visit www.palgrave-usa.com
To order in the UK and Rest of World visit www.palgrave.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal Title</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Print ISSN</th>
<th>Issue Range/Volume</th>
<th>Subscription Period</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Institutional Rate N.America (US$)</th>
<th>Rate Rest of World (UK£/Euro)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acta Politica</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>0001-6810</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$604</td>
<td>£325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Journal of Psychoanalysis</td>
<td>AJP</td>
<td>0002-9548</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>£335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian Business &amp; Management</td>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>1472-4782</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$860</td>
<td>£463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioSocieties</td>
<td>BIOSOC</td>
<td>1745-8552</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$418</td>
<td>£232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Politics</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1746-918X</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$736</td>
<td>£395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Economics</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>0007-666X</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$236</td>
<td>£139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative Economic Studies</td>
<td>CES</td>
<td>0888-7233</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td>£235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative European Politics</td>
<td>CEP</td>
<td>1472-4790</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$791</td>
<td>£425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contemporary Political Theory</td>
<td>CPT</td>
<td>1470-8914</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$835</td>
<td>£449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Reputation Review</td>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>1363-3589</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Apr 09 - Mar 10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$493</td>
<td>£308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apr 10 - Mar 11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$510</td>
<td>£319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Prevention &amp; Community Safety</td>
<td>CPCS</td>
<td>1460-3780</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$539</td>
<td>£290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>1011-6370</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$614</td>
<td>£361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Economic Journal</td>
<td>EEJ</td>
<td>0084-5056</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$165</td>
<td>£103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic &amp; Labour Market Review</td>
<td>ELMR</td>
<td>1751-8326</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$440</td>
<td>£232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The European Journal of Development Research</td>
<td>EJDR</td>
<td>0957-8811</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$688</td>
<td>£47/£521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Journal of Information Systems</td>
<td>EJIS</td>
<td>0960-085X</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$1019</td>
<td>£599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Management Review</td>
<td>EMR</td>
<td>1740-4754</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$753</td>
<td>£397/£567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Political Science</td>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>1680-4333</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$519</td>
<td>£273/£390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feminist Review</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>0141-7789</td>
<td>94-96</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$562</td>
<td>£296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Statistics</td>
<td>FS</td>
<td>0015-203X</td>
<td>57-584</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$767</td>
<td>£404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Politics</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>1476-3419</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$755</td>
<td>£406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Statistics Quarterly</td>
<td>HSQ</td>
<td>1465-1645</td>
<td>45-48</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$240</td>
<td>£126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education Policy</td>
<td>HEP</td>
<td>0952-8733</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$650</td>
<td>£342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF Staff Papers/IMF Economic Review</td>
<td>IMFSP</td>
<td>1020-7635</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$187</td>
<td>£104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMFER</td>
<td>2041-4161</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$187</td>
<td>£104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Visualization</td>
<td>IVS</td>
<td>1473-8716</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$924</td>
<td>£497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Abstracts in Operations Research</td>
<td>IAOR</td>
<td>0020-580X</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$1618</td>
<td>£952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Disclosure and Governance</td>
<td>JDG</td>
<td>1741-3591</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$622</td>
<td>£346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Journal of Educational Advancement</td>
<td>IJEA</td>
<td>1744-6503</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$386</td>
<td>£214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Politics</td>
<td>IP</td>
<td>1384-5748</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$903</td>
<td>£485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Asset Management</td>
<td>JAM</td>
<td>1470-8272</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>May 09 - Apr 10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$761</td>
<td>£409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 10 - Apr 11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$787</td>
<td>£423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Banking Regulation</td>
<td>JBR</td>
<td>1745-6452</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dec 09 - Nov 10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$903</td>
<td>£485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Brand Management</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>1350-231X</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sep 09 - Aug 10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$1095</td>
<td>£590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Building Appraisal</td>
<td>JBA</td>
<td>1742-8262</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Aug 09 - Jul 10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$432</td>
<td>£232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aug 10 - Jul 11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$447</td>
<td>£240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 2010 Subscription Rates

The catalogue titles are available as a PRINT ONLY Subscription, unless otherwise indicated. Online access is available with a Site License, for more information or a quote please contact the Site License Business Unit on the details overleaf.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal Title</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Print ISSN</th>
<th>Issue Range/Volume</th>
<th>Subscription Period</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Institutional Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Commercial Biotechnology</td>
<td>JCB</td>
<td>1462-8732</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Database Marketing and Customer Strategy Management</td>
<td>DBM</td>
<td>1741-2439</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Derivatives &amp; Hedge Funds</td>
<td>JDHF</td>
<td>1753-9641</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>May 09 - Apr 10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>May 10 - Apr 11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Digital Asset Management</td>
<td>DAM</td>
<td>1743-6540</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Direct, Data and Digital Marketing Practice</td>
<td>DDDMP</td>
<td>1746-0166</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Jul 09 - Jun 10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Financial Services Marketing</td>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>1363-0539</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Jun 09 - May 10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Generic Medicines</td>
<td>JGM</td>
<td>1741-1343</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Information Technology</td>
<td>JIT</td>
<td>0268-3962</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of International Business Studies</td>
<td>JIBS</td>
<td>0047-2506</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of International Relations and Development</td>
<td>JIRD</td>
<td>1408-6980</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Medical Marketing</td>
<td>JMM</td>
<td>1745-7904</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Public Health Policy</td>
<td>JPHP</td>
<td>0197-5897</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of the Operational Research Society</td>
<td>JORS</td>
<td>0160-5682</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$1188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Retail &amp; Leisure Property</td>
<td>RLP</td>
<td>1479-1110</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Revenue and Pricing Management</td>
<td>RPM</td>
<td>1476-6930</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Simulation</td>
<td>JT</td>
<td>0967-3237</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Management Research and Practice</td>
<td>KMRP</td>
<td>1477-8238</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino Studies</td>
<td>LST</td>
<td>1476-3435</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritime Economics &amp; Logistics</td>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>1479-2931</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Digest of Statistics</td>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>0308-6666</td>
<td>769-780</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR Insight</td>
<td>ORI</td>
<td>0953-5543</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensions: An International Journal</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>1478-5315</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Branding and Public Diplomacy</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>1751-8040</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polity</td>
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